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Welcome to Baselines. I hope those of you who were allowed out
to attend the conference enjoyed it. We know it’s a difficult time
for finances and we were delighted that so many could attend
what we feel was a very successful event. We’re already starting to
plan next year’s conference, which we hope may be in Scotland for
the first time.
We’ve used this issue to highlight the good work that goes on
around the country. Supported Employment services have not
always been so good at letting people know about their successes
so it’s good to receive so many positive stories. Please keep them
coming!
We’ve not put to much news in this issue. You’ll find all of that on
the website. Please make sure your colleagues can access it by
registering on the website. There’s been plenty happening: details
of the SEN&D Green Paper pathfinder sites, the consultation on Liz
Sayce’s review (who wrote those questions?!), changes at the ODI
and Shaw Trust, the Jobs First evaluation as well as plenty of
reports from a variety of sources.
BASE is collaborating with BILD to explore some of the issues
around personalisation and the use of personal budgets. We have
some work to do if there’s going to be a system of managing them
that’s fit for purpose. We’ll bring you more news about this
shortly. We’re also pushing ahead with work on national
occupational standards for supported employment and plans to
launch an academic journal for the sector.
We’re also looking to broker some links between national
companies and local providers and we hope to be able to
announce the first arrangement very soon. We need to be more
ambitious in our targets; we have a good product and it’s of
interest to employers.
Finally, congratulations to Kay Jenkins who won this year’s David
Grainger Award and was an absolute joy to meet. Also to our
Practitioner Award winners: Elaine Fidler, Bev Glenholme, Michelle
Bridger and Liz Turner – all worthy winners reflecting the excellent
work that goes on across Britain.
Best wishes, Huw

BASE Conference: Cardiff 2011
150 delegates attended this year’s BASE conference at the Millennium Stadium in Cardiff. The two
day event featured 27 workshops and a number of presentations including from Jane Hutt,
Minister for Finance within the Welsh Government, and Margaret Haddock, President of the
European Union of Supported Employment.
The feedback that we’ve received suggests that the conference was very successful. We would like
to thank the sponsors of the event for their generous support.
Please note that nearly all the workshop presentations are now available for download at
http://base‐uk.org/conference
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BASE to Support Warwickshire’s Employer Engagement
BASE has been commissioned to support Warwickshire's supported employment team (WEST) to
engage with employers as part of an ESF‐funded project. BASE will assist in engaging over 100
employers, both individually and through a range of business forums. We aim to help improve
employment rates for people with learning disabilities by raising awareness of innovative and
flexible recruitment practices.
Huw Davies, of the British Association of Supported Employment, said: "Supported employment is
recognised as the most effective way of securing employment for people with disabilities and we
look forward to working with the council and local business partners in this important and
valuable project."
"We hope it will lead to significantly improved employment rates for severely disabled people in
the county."
Councillor Izzi Seccombe, portfolio holder for adult, health and community services at the council,
said: "People with learning disabilities tell us they want to have the same opportunities to get a
job as anybody else and this funding is a tremendous boost. This is about more than just a job, it is
about changing people's lives to increase their confidence, achieve greater personal and financial
independence and make a positive contribution to society."

BASE Scotland nominated for award
BASE Scotland has been nominated for an award for its work with supported businesses in
Scotland. BASE is one of nine finalists in the Government Opportunities (GO)
Sustainability/Corporate Social Responsibility Initiative of the Year Award. Also included as a
finalist is BASE member, City Building (Glasgow) LLP.
The Government Opportunities (GO) Awards Scotland aim to recognise excellence within
procurement, and the benefits to the wider business and social community that smart, effective
and sustainable purchasing can deliver.
Scotland has a thriving business community and a forward‐thinking approach to public
procurement. Public sector spending on goods and services across Scotland is estimated to be £9
billion per annum.
The nomination recognises the work led by Alistair Kerr, Jamie Lawson and David Whyte to
establish procurement frameworks in Scotland in collaboration with the Scottish Executive. This
has already led to a number of high value tenders being awarded.
http://www.govopps.co.uk/go‐awards‐scotland/

EUSE Scholarship Programme open for entries
The European Union of Supported Employment (EUSE) has published details of its new scholarship
programme. The closing date for applications is 30 November 2011 and placements will take place
from February 2012.
The aim of the scholarship is to provide an opportunity for professional development and learning
for Supported Employment practitioners through a study visit.
The Scholarship will provide an opportunity for three Employment Support Workers (i.e. Job
Coaches, Employment Officers or those providing assistance to people with disabilities or from
other disadvantaged groups to find employment) to participate in a study visit to another
European State, of their choice. To coincide with the 11th EUSE Conference one of the Scholarship
participants may be selected to present their scholarship report at the EUSE Conference.
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Practitioner Awards 2011
BASE held its 2011 Practitioner of the Year Awards at the conference dinner on 7 September. The
Awards were attended by 175 people and the feedback suggests that a great time was had by all!
The awards recognise excellence in supporting jobseekers with a range of disabilities. There is also
an award for excellence in supporting employers. Our thanks go to the sponsors for their generous
support of these awards.
This year’s overall award for Practitioner of the Year was won by Elaine Fidler of Status
Employment for her work in supporting people with enduring mental health needs.
Our congratulations go the winners who each collected a trophy and a prize of £400. The full list is:
Practitioner of the Year Award
Sponsor: British Association for Supported Employment
Winner: Elaine Fidler (Status Employment)
Outstanding Practice Award: Support for people with a learning disability
Sponsor: Pluss
Winner: Beverley Glenholme (Bury EST)
Outstanding Practice Award: Support for people with mental health needs
Sponsor: Centre for Mental Health
Winner: Elaine Fidler (Status Employment)
Outstanding Practice Award: Support for people with a sensory impairment
Sponsor: British Association for Supported Employment
Winner: Michelle Bridger (Kent Supported Employment)
Outstanding Practice Award: Support for employers
Sponsor: Momentum
Winner: Liz Turner (Kent Supported Employment)
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Enabled Maps: enterprise and travel training toolkit.
Enabled Maps presented themselves for the first time at this year’s BASE conference. Thank you to
those who came to say hello – it was great to feel a part of an inspirational conference. My only
complaint is that you’re all very polite and left me to eat all the chocolates!
Organisations with an obligation to provide public services often don’t know if their visitors have
any form of disability, speak English as a second language or have difficulty navigating linear maps
and therefore are thinking about reaching a smaller society. Enabled Maps is a simple, economical
service providing clear, accessible and fun information that show the potential visitor that they are
important customers and not just users of services.
Enabled Maps is another Enabled London product, the concept was developed with people with
learning disabilities undergoing travel training, and our product won a Visit London gold award in
2006.
We were able to develop the Enabled Maps toolkit through a partnership with Hackney
Recruitment Partnership (HRP) and Simon Thorne, who were the first to license Enabled Maps.

The toolkit has been designed to allow anyone to collaborate to create accessible maps. Each map
is clear and effective, incorporating simple photographs of each stage of the journey with directing
graphics and basic instructions, guiding the traveller along the way. The tool enables people with
learning disabilities to be trained as mapping consultants.
People with learning disabilities are the right group of people to design accessible information,
often they have had a life‐time of services placed upon them. Also, many people with learning
disabilities may have physical disabilities or hidden or undiagnosed forms of disability, such as
sensory difficulties or mental health issues, giving an even wider perspective of barriers to social
inclusion.
The website tool and training is being offered to boroughs as a training initiative for adults with
learning disabilities. Training provides an opportunity to establish a relationship with future
customers and results in a completed map. We would suggest starting with the town hall, a local
authority service, park, college, police station or hospital.
The training simplifies map making into 3 stages then progresses
trainees through each stage:
o planning a map route together
o gathering the photographs and directions
o inputting the information into the online tool via computer.

Contact details
www.enabledmaps.com
www.word‐bank.com
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Hackney Mapping Consultants
Hackney Recruitment Partnership suggested clients with learning disabilities who had interests in
computing, photography and liked getting out and about who may like to be trained to become
mapping consultants.
"Anyone could be trained if they wanted the training. It was also considered helpful if some of the
trainees had dedicated supporters, that would be prepared to help client’s work partner and so on,
to ensure that supporters developed good rapport with the team, and understood the process
sufficiently to provide ongoing support for the developing local skill".
We met with trainees to user test a previously made map to Homerton Hospital, which lead to
improvements to the map. Being a very new service for hospitals, Homerton independently tested
their map again, with another group of people with learning disabilities from outside of the
borough. Homerton Hospital requesting another 8 internal and external maps are testimony as to
why people with learning disabilities are the right people to create accessible information.
Margaret Howart, Homerton Hospital’s Head of Patient Experience, was the first to use the new
Enabled Maps service and said, “Commissioning a map is as easy as turning on a switch: they
provided the map then arranged local and external learning disability groups to test our map, then
updated the map – we only had to add it to our site once which is straight forward.”
“An additional benefit has been making connections with people with learning disabilities who
have expertise in accessible health information. This map gives us confidence that our services are
accessible to people with learning disabilities, visitors new to disability and those speaking English
as a second language”.
Training has finished but we continue to work with Hackney’s mapping consultants, Hackney
Council and Homerton Hospital, to support the services development.
Our role is to support people through training to develop local expertise and foster business
relationships.

BASE conference pictures by Peter
Peter is one of Hackneys mapping consultants. Amongst Peter’s many talents he edits video
footage in Final Cut, plays classical music and studies photography and Adobe Photoshop, one
could say he’s too busy to hold a job. I would say a very handy team member.
Peter was employed to photograph the BASE conference. Working at BASE helped Peter decide to
start a career in photography. The following week he photographed the 2011 Diversity Expo in
London’s Guildhall.
One of the truly rewarding parts of my work is getting to know people with (apparently) learning
disabilities whose varied talents don’t
fit neatly into categories, it often
leaves me wondering why I have a
job and this group who are equally
skilled & motivated more often don’t
have the same life chances.
Peter can be contacted via Enabled
London if you’re interested in
booking him for your event.
Peter photographing WAMT’s Building
Diversity Expo in Guildhall ‐ 2011
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Community Integrated Care’s Vocational Support Service
Success story of Supported Employment
‘Place & train’ with Kevin McCowan
As a child, Kevin was involved in a road traffic accident which left him with an acquired brain injury
and associated mental health needs. In May 2010, Kevin became a service user of Community
Integrated Care (CIC) looking for support in achieving paid employment and emotional support.
Kevin wished to; ‘improve my social life and feel better about myself.’
Recent research by various academics, charities and Governments have supported and highlighted
the benefits of using Supported Employment in helping those with physical and learning
disabilities as well as those with mental health issues compared to the traditional vocational
direction of ‘train then place’. The ‘place then train’
approach involves getting people into competitive
employment first and then training and supporting on
the job.
Dr Rachel Perkins, Director of Quality Assurance and
User/Carer experience at South West London and St
George’s Mental Health NHS Trust identified that
when mental health service
users are supported using
‘train then place’, only 25%
believe that they were unable to work compared to 50% nationally.
Rinaldi, Killackey, Smith, Shepherd, Singh and Craig (2010) also
reported that 69% of young service users who had suffered their first
episode of psychosis returned to education or employment when
helped using supported employment.
CIC implemented ‘Place then Train’ in helping Kevin gain paid
employment and become independent. Kevin first identified his
employment goals with his Vocational Support Facilitator ‐ Paul Caslin
which included working in McDonalds. In October 2010 Kevin began a
work placement at McDonalds where he was a customer service
assistant in the restaurant lobby area. His duties included cleaning tables, washing trays and
mopping the floor. Kevin was helped by his support worker Leanne in travelling to and from work
and supporting him on the job.
When Kevin first began his work placement at McDonalds he required one on one support and did
not have the confidence to complete tasks on his own or travel independently. Through continued
emotional support, guidance and training from his support worker and employer Kevin quickly
became more independent and in January 2011 Kevin no longer asked his support worker for help
at work and was confident in his own abilities and personality.
“I enjoy working at McDonalds because I have enjoyed meeting new people and working with new
people and look forward to hopefully getting paid!”
The hard work of Kevin and support from CIC was rewarded in May 2011 when the manager of
McDonalds offered a contract of paid employment due to the strong work ethic and dedication
Kevin had showed. The manager also agreed that Kevin was able to work independently as he now
had all the skills required for the job role and could travel independently to and from work.
In the short space of time using CIC supportive measures, Kevin has grown to live, work, travel and
socialise independently, a testament to himself, CIC and the ‘Place then train’ Supported
Employment method.
Email: information@c‐i‐c.co.uk
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Ridley Martin’s Success Story
Ridley started with Seetec on the Work Choice
programme in December 2010, and had been
unemployed for 15 years. Ridley lives in Tottenham
in the London Borough of Haringey, one of the most
deprived boroughs in the country.
When Ridley was assigned an Employment Adviser (Trudy Gordon) he had very little experience of
working and had basic literacy and numeracy ability. Ridley is partially sighted and has a hearing
impairment, and feels unable to travel on his own most of the
time.
Ridley was very keen to return to work and had previously
worked as a Chef in Jamaica. He was keen to develop his
literacy and numeracy skills to enhance his ability to return to
work, and with the support and guidance from his
employment adviser Trudy, Ridley felt that Work Choice was
the programme for him!
Trudy undertook an Initial assessment with Ridley to indentify
the barriers Ridley faced in returning to employment, and
together they indentified a plan which would assist Ridley to
return to work.
After completing a basic literacy and numeracy test, Trudy
understood Ridley’s levels of understanding, and planned
additional exercises in numeracy and literacy based around the
Ridley at his workplace
Ital 'n Vital in South Tottenham
catering industry, as Ridley had a desire to stay within his
chosen industry. Ridley also informed Trudy that he had never used a computer before; Trudy
continually guided Ridley to improve his IT skills. Within a month Trudy noticed that Ridley’s
confidence had improved, and he was able to use the PC without guidance, and perform his own
jobsearch. He would take additional work home to help himself improve quicker.
During Ridley’s monthly review he mentioned how he was improving and where he felt he needed
more guidance. He spoke about a friend’s restaurant where he felt he could do voluntary work.
Trudy considered this to be a good opportunity for Ridley to get used to being in a working
environment. Ridley made an appointment to see the restaurant manager. After this
appointment Ridley spoke to Trudy and said that the manager would give him a work trial, and if
he was successful he would gain employment for 16 hours a week. Before the trial Trudy and
Ridley went through kitchen safety and duties that he may be asked to do.
After completing a week’s work trial, Ridley was successful in gaining full time employment. Ridley
was extremely happy with the outcome, and was happy that he would still be supported by
Seetec.
Ridley is still being supported in employment, and is receiving 8 hours a month support. He feels
that his confidence is continually improving, and enjoys the training he is receiving.
For more details regarding Seetec and the services they provide, visit the website at;
http://www.seetec.co.uk/default.aspx
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New Lease of Life for Brave Duo
A success story from Vision Products in Wales

Vision Products doesn’t only offer a lifeline to the elderly and
disabled throughout the County Borough through their direct
services – but provide new careers, brighter futures and plenty of
support for their specialist workforce too.
That’s why brave duo Ian Edmunds and Carl May consider themselves lucky to work for such
understanding employees, while also having the full support
and companionship of their fellow workers. For Ian and Carl,
the ability to work side‐by‐side in the award‐winning
Rhondda Cynon Taf Council business also means they
receive one another’s encouragement and understanding
through the traumatic illnesses they’ve suffered. Both Ian, a
51‐year‐old from Glyncoch and Carl, aged 38 of Trealaw
have undergone life‐saving kidney transplants. And thanks
to Vision Products, they are able to maintain their jobs and
security despite long periods of ill health and hospitalisation.
Carl first became ill when he was just 18 years of age and spent several years on kidney dialysis
before being told that a transplant was his only option. While working for a printing firm in the
Rhondda he was forced to take long‐term sick leave and eventually was made unemployed. Carl, a
supervisor on the UPVc windows and doors section of the Council company explained;
“I was reliant on benefits and sick pay but was desperate to get back into work. I was told of
Vision Products and applied for a job on a Friday afternoon. By the Monday I underwent an
interview and a job was offered to me as a driver. Things have just progressed from there. I
underwent the transplant 15 years ago and as you can imagine it takes a long time to recover from
surgery of that type. But Vision Products was so understanding, unlike any other employer would
be.”
For his workmate Ian the story is very similar. While working as a postman for the Royal Mail Ian
suffered a heart attack aged just 36 and it lead to kidney failure and eventually a life of sickness
benefits and treatment.
”I was on dialysis for three years and my wife was trained to nurse me at home. Being on dialysis
totally takes over your life because you need to plan ahead for everything. It also made finding
long‐term work impossible because there was no guarantee that I wouldn’t be ill or admitted to
hospital for lengthy periods. Gaining a position in Vision Products was life‐changing for me. I had
employees who were so flexible and supportive I couldn’t believe it. No other employee would
have allowed me so much time to recover and make such frequent hospital visits. It also meant
that I was able to talk openly with Carl who’d gone through exactly the same thing.”
Ian has worked his way up the career ladder at Vision Products to reach the level of Quality
Inspector. He underwent his kidney transplant just over a year ago and has made rapid progress
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ever since. They both agreed that the support of the workforce and management has helped them
along with their own recovery.
“The management are superb and they all support us second to none. I had to take five months off
work for the transplant and was back and forth to the hospital several times a week at first. But
the support mechanism in Vision Products, just by being in work with one another, really helped
pull us through.”
Rhondda Cynon Taf Council’s Cabinet Member for Performance, Human Resources & Housing Cllr
Clayton Willis said;
“Vision Products is an exemplar in its field and I’m always impressed by their incredible success
story in not only providing employment opportunities for individuals who may otherwise not find
long‐term work, but also in their continued economic growth. Clearly Vision Products has helped
Ian and Carl every step of the way and I’m sure their fellow workers will also have overcome
adversity and are now enjoying full‐time employment there, will recognise their stories. The
company continues to go from strength to strength and I look forward to hearing of their
continued success both as an employer and as a successful business in their own right.”

Graham’s Realises His Ambition
Graham’s persistence and commitment to achieve
his ambition to be a Care Worker has paid off!
After years of training and voluntary jobs he started his first paid job on August 2nd. During the 9
months of being supported by Access to Employment he has applied for over 50 jobs, had 2
interviews and carried out voluntary work.
Graham is working 15 hours a week at Venn
House doing a variety of duties such as
serving meals, changing beds, cleaning and
taking people for walks.
There are no buses to Lamerton but this did
not deter Graham ‐ he gets a taxi which he
pays for from his wages.
Thanks to Vincent Wilson at Devon Welfare
Rights Unit Graham was able to get a Making
Work Pay calculation which gave him
information on how his benefits would
change when he started work.
Graham has needed minimal support thanks to all his training courses and voluntary work. The
Manager and staff are very supportive and say how well he has fitted in with everyone.
Access to Employment is very proud of Graham’s well deserved success and wishes him all the
best in his career.
This article is taken from Access to Employment's summer newsletter. Click here to see a copy and
find out more about the organisation; http://accesstoemployment.wordpress.com/
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Fingers crossed for Kenny from Newco Products
Kenneth Wilson, Kenny as he is known to his colleagues, has been a
general hand in the kitchens factory at Newco Products for 4 years.
Recently Kenny was nominated to be a London 2012 Olympic
Torchbearer through the ‘Moment to shine’ campaign. Kenny has since found out that he has
made it through to the next stage of the process. The nomination provided will be reviewed by
one of 12 regional selection panels. They will be looking for 2,012 individuals with the most
inspirational stories of personal achievement and/or contribution to the local community. If
successful, Kenny will be offered a place as one of the 8,000 Torchbearers needed in total for the
Olympic Torch Relay, joining those chosen through the Presenting
Partners' public nomination campaigns. He will hear again during the
week beginning 5 December 2011, when he'll find out whether or
not he'll be offered a place as a Torchbearer.

Kenny is a supported employee, having health conditions that have
affected him since childhood. However, this does not stop him from
holding down a full time job, and, perhaps more impressively,
running in excess of 20 marathons, all of which he has done to raise
money for various charities. Kenny’s condition affects him in several
ways, including his mobility, but he can often be seen jogging to and
from work to his home in East Ham.
Kenny gives tirelessly of himself to raise money for charity and it
would be a very special day in his life if he could have a chance to not
only run but to run with the Olympic torch.
Email: william.duplooy@newham.gov.uk
Website: www.newco‐products.co.uk

Kay wins the David Grainger Award
Congratulations to this year’s winner of the David
Grainger Award, Kay Jenkins. Kay works for Cardiff
and the Vale Coalition of Disabled People and started
her career in 2000 as an Independent Living Scheme
Direct Payments Advisor. Kay is now employed as a
Service User Involvement Officer. CVCDP service
users shape and influence CVCDP policies and service
development.
Kay is also an accomplished actress and is presently
rehearsing for her next major project that will
premiere in the autumn of 2011. We wish her all the best in both her working and acting careers.
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Good news from Matrix Fife
Mark Dorado and Alex Imrie, supported employees at Matrix Fife both
completed the Advanced Modern Apprenticeship in Making and Repairing
Hand Crafted Furniture in June this year.
Mark Dorado started work at Matrix in 2004, and is now a Charge hand in the Woodwork section.
He overcame significant barriers in his pursuit of work goals. Mark is profoundly deaf, moved
from the Philippines when he was 18 with little education, no English, unable to sign, and he came
from a culture where people with disabilities were not encouraged in their aspirations. It was soon
realised that Mark had a natural ability and talent for working with wood. During his
apprenticeship he learned about technical drawing; a new skill to him which he thoroughly enjoys.
Alex Imrie started work at Matrix in 2005 where he is employed as a general operative within the
upholstery section. Alex is dyslexic and struggles very much with the written word. When Alex
started in Matrix he had difficulty in making eye contact with anyone but it was soon recognised
that Alex was very good with his hands. He is now a very well adjusted confident young man who
is comfortable and able to communicate at any level.
The setting up of the apprenticeship for Mark in particular was quite difficult; we had to convince
the Assessor from City and Guilds that we could evidence Mark’s work; 'creative thinking' was
required. With the use of
interpreters during interview
stage and video equipment and
photographs recording each
stage, the evidence was gathered
and used to satisfy the external
assessor.

Mark Dorado (left) and Alex Imrie (right) at Matrix Fife

Both Alex and Mark will attend
the Fife Council Celebrating
Success Award ceremony on the
25th October where Council
employee’s achievements are
recognised. We are very proud of
Alex and Mark.

Both Alex and Mark were put forward for the UK Proskills Apprentice of the Year Awards 2011 and
Mark Dorado has been selected as a finalist in the Achiever of the Year section. This award
rewards individuals who are exceeding their employers’ and/or learning providers’ expectations by
achieving success while dealing with difficulties on a personal or work level.
Mark has reached this position against competition from across the whole of the UK and 8 other
industry sectors. The Award ceremony is to be held in Alton Towers on the 3rd of November 2011.
Good Luck Mark!
E‐mail: Matrix.Fife@fife.gov.uk
Web: www.fifeadultdayservices.org.uk
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Multi Million Pound Success for Vision Products
Vision Products has successfully won a £6million contract to provide a Community Equipment
Service to local authorities and health boards across the South East Wales region. Rhondda Cynon
Taf Council’s pioneering company, based in a state‐of‐the‐art facility in Coedcae Lane, Pontyclun,
has won the five‐year‐contract following lengthy negotiations.
The contract with Gwent Wide Integrated Community Equipment Service, which incorporates
Blaenau Gwent, Caerphilly, Monmouthshire, Newport and Torfaen Council along with the Aneurin
Bevan Local Health Board, will also mean the sustained employment of 50 jobs for the company.
With another facility in Newport, Vision
Products will operate a service of delivering,
collecting, refurbishing and maintaining all
manner of equipment for disabled people
ranging from crutches and shower chairs, to
walking frames, adaptable seats and hoists as
part of care packages to people of all ages. The
aids and adapted furniture are also provided to
hospitals, day centres, residential homes and
schools. The service also includes physiotherapy
equipment, ramps and sensory equipment for
those with visual or hearing impairments.
Vision Products, which was established in 1993, provides on average around 28,000 items of
equipment every year to people throughout Rhondda Cynon Taf, Bridgend and Merthyr Tydfil. The
new contract will extend their success story even further, providing essential equipment for
disabled and vulnerable people, including children and young people. Vision Products Equipment
Service is seen as one of the leaders in this area in Wales and this has been recently recognised by
the award of Excellence Wales Status.
Vision work to deliver services to the community including;





The acclaimed Community Equipment Services that offers living aides such as wheelchairs,
hoists, adapted furniture and more to hospitals, day centres, homes, schools and more. This
includes the ordering, distribution and maintenance of the equipment.
The Telecare independent living scheme that sees sensors installed in homes to monitor
activity and enable people to live in their own homes for longer, knowing fire, smoke,
temperature, flood, gas leaks and more are being monitored.
The management and running of the Vision Products demonstration flat that allows
occupational therapists and other specialists to bring their clients to the unit so they can
thoroughly assess the adaptations and equipment they need to live independently and safely.
The award‐winning UPVc windows and doors company that offers homes and businesses
across the county high‐quality windows and doors, complete with installation and a 10‐year
guarantee, at affordable prices.

For further details, contact Vision Products on: 01443 229988 or visit www.visionproducts.org.uk
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A Gleaming Success!
This innovative project has been running since September 2010 and was developed to enable
people with learning disabilities to gain valuable experience and skills in a real working
environment.
They also have the opportunity to gain
accredited units through Agored Cymru in this
area of work, as well as improving their literacy
and numeracy through the work that they do.
Partnership working has been the key to the
success of the project with South Wales Police
providing purpose made facilities.
The project evolved from a meeting between
Mark Mathias, Chief Superintendent, South
Wales Police, Julie Ottilie‐Jones, Employment
Services Manager, WISE and Mike Shaw,
Disability Employment Advisor, Swansea
Jobcentre. It was initially set up to work with individuals referred through their DEA in Jobcentres
throughout Swansea, Neath and Port Talbot on the Work Preparation Programme and due to its
success is currently working with other groups including students from the School of Pre‐Vocation
Studies in Neath Port Talbot College.
The Project Co‐ordinator Sarah Taylor‐Shaw works
with groups of up to seven people on a Monday
and Wednesday every week training them through
the method of systematic instruction. A variety of
police vehicles including panda and traffic cars are
brought to the unit throughout the day to be
cleaned inside and out. WISE works closely with the
Estates Department within the division to ensure
the project runs smoothly.
Leon Jones who currently attends the project said;
“I enjoy using the pressure washer and police officers are amazed how clean their vehicle is”.
The excellent job that they do is recognised by the police officers at the station, one officer said;
“The car looks great, showroom condition. I am now proud to drive it – I could never have found
time to get it as clean as that myself”.
The combination of the two organisations has proved to be very
successful in the past and this project is set to develop further by
extending the number of training places available.

WISE postal address:
17 Mansel Street, Swansea SA1 5SG
Phone: 01792 538538
Email: admin@wisewales.org.uk
Web: www.wisewales.org.uk
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I’m a Person Too wins regional Award
I’m a Person Too, a social enterprise and new BASE member, has been named regional winner in
this year’s recently announced National
Training Awards. They entered in the
small organisation category and were
the sole winners in the Yorkshire and
Humber Region.
This small but ambitious organisation has been created by three learning disability self advocacy
charities: Speakup Self Advocacy, Wiltshire People First and Advocacy in Greenwich. Their
innovative and effective programme employs adults with a learning disability and/or Autism to
deliver training alongside a co‐trainer and the Award is a recognition of the effective and inclusive
‘Training the Trainer’ programme they have developed and delivered with a group of their self
advocates.
The judges on the National Training Awards panel said
that, “….the entry demonstrated both outstanding and
exceptional business achievement and organisational
development made through training.”
Over the last two years I’m a Person Too has delivered
bespoke training to a wide range of public sector
organisations including; the Police, NHS and PCTs and
emergency services, receiving excellent feedback across
the board and with positive lasting impacts reported.
They are currently exploring delivering training in the
commercial sector, supporting the new Work Programme
and building a partnership programme with Remploy.
One of the self advocates who delivers the training is Jonathan from Rotherham. He says,
“Working for I’m a Person Too had made me more confident speaking in public and because of this
I have become an ambassador for the Healthy Ambitions Board in Yorkshire and Humber. It has
changed my life by giving me more meaningful skills and a reason to get out of bed in the morning.
I feel proud to be a co‐director of I’m a Person Too and I feel like I am helping these organisations
and also other people with learning difficulties /Autism Spectrum Disorder.”
They now have a team of trainers who are employed on a sessional basis ‐ and their strategy will
be to grow this number and to secure further rewarding and genuine employment opportunities
for many other adults with a learning disability and or Autism over the coming years.
If you would like to know more about the I’m a Person Too training or would like to book a course
please call 0303 1231107 or visit www.imapersontoo.org.uk. The Award will be presented at the
Millennium Galleries, Sheffield on Wednesday 28th September at a high profile celebration event
and if you would like to come along, call Director Sally Ferguson on the number above. The
organisation will then go through to the national finals in London on 5th October so fingers
crossed.
Web: www.imapersontoo.org.uk
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Status Employment: Innovation in employment support
Status Employment is a charity working in South London providing employment
support and wellbeing initiatives across primary and secondary care to individuals
with mental health issues. Earlier this year Jo Rixom, an employment advisor with
Status developed an idea from a personal interest in trapeze.
“I saw the benefits myself in terms of discipline, confidence and a sense of
achievement. When talking with the tutor she was interested in what I did in my
job and really felt that Trapeze could be good for people with depression”
With the help of a small NHS fund called “make me smile” Status has been able to offer this
activity alongside employment support. Here are just some of the quotes from participants;
“It’s given me a boost in self
confidence and focused my mind and
motivation which I have transferred to
work related tasks”
“I feel it’s turned my attitude around.
It’s made me think I'm obviously not
too incapable. I feel motivated to go
home and be positive about work and
try and keep the feeling of focus from
trapeze”
“I think I found that I am more
determined and strong, emotionally
and physically, than I feel and that I
need to not give up and feel so
helpless”
Jo, who presented the project at this
year’s BASE conference says, “We
have demonstrated the potential
Trapeze has to positively impact the
lives of women with Depression and
Bipolar Disorder. The benefits extend
way beyond the physical with
participants
improving
their
confidence, self esteem, and social
networks. It further confirms our belief
that physical activity is good for the
mind and also in moving people
towards work, gaining employment,
or retaining their job. As a result of
the success of this pilot we are actively pursuing funding to continue this innovative project."
You can see more about how this unique activity has moved people towards work as Jo hosted a
workshop titled “Innovation in employment support” at this year’s BASE conference. The slides
will be available soon via this link ‐ http://base‐uk.org/base‐conference‐2011/presentations
Web: www.status‐employment.co.uk
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SUSE Champions for Diversity 2011
The Scottish Business Diversity Awards recognise businesses, organisations and
individuals who excel in promoting the employment of people with disabilities and
health issues and people from diverse backgrounds.
The Scottish Union of Supported Employment Business Diversity Awards aim to:






Raise the profile of and promote positively the employment of people with disabilities and
long term health conditions, and people from diverse backgrounds
Highlight employers who implement inclusive recruitment practice
Promote and highlight the benefits of inclusive recruitment practice
Showcase positive case studies that address the negative attitudes and prejudices that
hinder inclusive recruitment practice
Inspire people with disabilities and health issues and people from diverse backgrounds to
move into employment.

There are 5 awards ‐ Employer of the year, Employee of the year, Work Initiative of the Year,
Employment Service Provider of the year and a Diversity Award. Nominations should focus on the
achievements of the individual, business or organisation and the positive impact generated by
their success. Further details and the forms are at http://www.susescotland.co.uk/news/sbda‐
form‐2011.aspx

Fife Business Diversity Awards
Sponsored by Fife Council Social Work Service Adult Services (Resources) Fife Chamber of
Commerce, Fife Employment Access Trust, Capability Scotland and Cornerstone, Fife Business
Diversity Awards bring recognition to organisations within Fife who exemplify inclusive and
supportive policies and practices which further employment opportunities for people with
disabilities and people from diverse backgrounds.
The 2011 awards will bring recognition to employers,
employees, supported employment providers and
organisations or individuals who have demonstrated
creativity, resourcefulness and originality in the
workplace.
Nominations which highlight the achievements of
individuals or organisations who have overcome
Winners of the Fife Diversity Awards 2010
difficulties or barriers, made accommodations or
special provisions or been innovative, flexible and inclusive are encouraged.
The event will culminate with an Awards Ceremony on Friday 28 October and winners will be
forwarded for consideration for the Scottish Business Diversity Awards.
Further information on the Fife Business Diversity Awards can be obtained from;
Eunice Bruce Fife Employability Team 01592 583142 eunice.bruce@fife.gov.uk
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Fife Employability Team Enhance Youth Employability
Fife Employability Team’s Work4U programme is designed for 4th and 5th year school pupils who
are experiencing learning, social, emotional and behavioural difficulties. It is a course which runs
for 16 weeks and addresses the Additional Support for Learning Bill which asks schools to extend
the range of support available for young people.
The students participate in activities that help them
recognise personal skills and strengths and identify
realistic employment goals. Pupils are made aware
of employment options and post school training.
One of the highlights of the Work 4U course is a one
week work placement with a local employer which
helps to provide students with an understanding of
work culture and employer expectations.
Michael Fisher: Work4U 2010

Richard Power, Depute Headteacher Lochgelly High School said, “Fife Employability’s Work4U
programme is a key element of what we offer to young people in our school. Schools are a major
influence in preventing children becoming unemployed. The programme has been an undoubted
success since it started.”
Claire Fraser, Senior Disability Employment
Coordinator added, “Participating in Work4U
increases self esteem and confidence and helps
pupils plan and prepare for their future in the
world of work.”
The course has been and is a resounding success
in reaching out to young people with additional
support needs and prepares them for the world
of work or further study. Work4U is part funded
through European Social Fund and Fairer
Scotland Fund.
Fife Employability Team Adult Services (Resources)
Naomi and Samantha: Work4U 2010
Social Work Service offers free confidential, practical and
flexible support to enable people with disabilities or health issues to find and keep employment.
The team also works with employers to assist them in successfully
employing people with disabilities. They can be contacted at;
Q8 Flemington Road
Glenrothes
KY7 5QF
Tel 01592 583142
fife.employability@fife.gov.uk
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Celebrating 40 years in Sign Making
From 1971 ‐ 2011

It will be a celebratory time for the Sign Factory on 6th December 2011, celebrating 40 years in
Sign Making. In 1965, they started off with the business name 'Co‐Bur' making fibre glass moulds
based in Camelon, Falkirk. Then on 6th December 1971, moved to Burnbank Road, Falkirk where
they played a significant part in making road traffic signs for Central Region and as far away as
Skye.
An Open Day at the Sign Factory is planned for December to celebrate 40 years in business,
inviting local councillors, Falkirk Council customers and commercial customers. During the eventful
day we will take our guests on a small tour of the factory viewing our old and new equipment,
demonstrating how, with experience, we have evolved over the years.
The staff within the Sign Factory have 260 years of collective experience, which is wide ranging
and expert. Alan Anderson, the production manager, has been with the Sign Factory since 1987,
highly experienced with an engineering background he comments “the skill sets required have
significantly changed over the years, the digital age has made an enormous difference and is still
developing at a rapid rate, it is challenging and rewarding keeping up with the changes in
technology”.
Watch this space in 2012 for an update on the success of the event.
Email: info@thesignfactory‐falkirk‐co.uk or telephone 01324 501950
For more details visit the website: www.thesignfactory‐falkirk.co.uk
Our website will be updated to visually align with our new visual identity that we recently
implemented for the Sign Factory, see the BASE June newsletter for an article on this subject.
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New specialist job board helps disabled candidates find work with
inclusive employers
Evenbreak (www.evenbreak.co.uk) is a new, not‐for‐profit specialist job board for disabled job
seekers. Formed by Jane Hatton, a disabled businesswoman, it came about because inclusive
employers were saying they struggled to attract disabled candidates through their usual
recruitment channels. Meanwhile, disabled job seekers were saying they were sick of being
rejected the minute they declared their disabilities. It seemed apparent these two groups of
people needed help to find each other!
Evenbreak addresses both of those problems –
inclusive employers advertise there, confident of
attracting more disabled candidates; and disabled
job seekers are confident that employers who
choose to advertise on such a site are more likely to
take their application seriously, looking beyond their
disabilities at the skills and talents they have to offer.
Case study; Interactive Ideas Ltd is a fast‐growing
Jane Hatton at work; lying flat with a lap top
and successful distributor of enterprise software
suspended above her as Jane is unable to sit
based in Enfield, North London. As an organisation
and has very limited ability to stand or walk.
they pride themselves in choosing the best people
for the job and have an extremely diverse workforce.
However, they realised that they were not attracting disabled candidates through conventional
recruitment means and so have gone out of their way to pro‐actively attract candidates with
disabilities. They recently recruited their first deaf employee ‐ Emlyn, a young dynamic recent
graduate who had been unable to find paid employment despite an impressive CV.
Managing Director, Mike Trup, says, “Since joining us Emlyn has had a very positive impact on our
workforce, not just because of his excellent ability in the job but also because it has highlighted to
other staff the importance of inclusion in the broadest sense. It also sends a very positive message
that we recruit and promote on the basis of merit alone. We now advertise all our vacancies on
Evenbreak, and would encourage other employers to do the same.”
Emlyn said, “I am grateful to Interactive Ideas for taking a chance on employing a deaf person,
which some employers might see as too much hassle. So far I have been able to execute the tasks
that were given to me, and am still hungry for new learning. And it’s also great for my employers
and colleagues to learn more about Deafness – how to behave around me – and it is brilliant here –
everyone’s cool and laidback and have taken me in quickly and warmly.”
It costs nothing for disabled candidates to register on the site, upload their CV and search for jobs.
There is no guarantee of work, of course, but it is another route to work, and with employers who
are more likely understand the benefits of employing disabled people. If you support disabled job
seekers, you might like to encourage them to register (some employers will search the database
rather than advertise their jobs!).
For more information contact Jane Hatton M.Sc FCIPD FITOL Managing Director

Telephone: 0845 658 5717
E-mail: janeh@evenbreak.co.uk
Web: www.evenbreak.co.uk
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A new dimension in supported employment
Dimensions Community Enterprises (DCE) runs profitable social enterprises that enable disabled
and disadvantaged people to realise their potential within their own lives and as valued members
of their community. For local people that means we’re delivering a community focused business
that helps improve the quality of life for local people and is responsive to the current needs and
future regeneration of a whole community. The company has been around since 2009 but our
journey has really only just begun.
The new look DCE came about through a merger with Lincoln based social enterprises The Healthy
Hub and Working Gardens CIC in June this year. The combined company now consists of seven
businesses across England including three cafes, a theatre bar, gift shop, gardening company,
supported holiday company, cleaning company and social club for people with learning disabilities.
DCE has a dedicated employment support team that is working across all of the businesses to
implement a transitional employment model that previously existed at The Healthy Hub.
The team experienced
huge success in delivering
the Future Jobs Fund
across Lincolnshire
achieving an incredible
63% move on and job
sustainability rate and a
social return on
investment of £1.79. They
are taking what they
learnt from the scheme
and improving their
service even further.
Rebecca Dray was Chief Executive at The Healthy Hub and is now DCE’s Managing Director. She’s
excited about what’s in store. ‘We’re all committed to changing lives for the better, making a
difference and inspiring others by being positive role models. DCE will run profitable businesses to
reduce reliance on statutory & charitable funding in order to enable the people we support to
realise their potential.’
As we move in to new parts of the country we are extremely interested in meeting similar
organisations that we could work with on various projects. If you operate in or around Wakefield,
Barnet, Muswell Hill, Merton, Bracknell, Witham or Lincolnshire we currently have businesses in
your area. If you are interested in new partnerships and networking then please be in touch.
Dimensions Community Enterprises
The Hub
Beaumont Fee
Lincoln
LN1 1UW
01522 523818
rebecca.d@thehealthyhub.co.uk
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Standards Charter for BASE members ‐ where are we now?
Back in March 2011, the BASE newsletter contained an update article on the proposed Standards
Charter for BASE members. Well, we've moved on a little from then with the Charter receiving an
airing at our recent annual conference. For those who were unable to attend, let me give you a
proper background to this project first.
BASE members don’t currently have to sign up to any type of charter when they join the
association. At the moment, the only stipulation for full membership is that they deliver specialist
employment support services.
Although not a mandatory part of most membership programmes, standards charters can show
added commitment to the aims and objectives of an organisation. In addition, signing up to a
standards charter can assure potential employers or business partners of the quality of provision
that can be expected; in our case from BASE members. BASE envisages having a requirement that
its members commit to signing up to a standards charter as part of the membership process.
In order to design a professional standards charter that will meet the requirements of companies
seeking to employ and retain disabled workers, the content must be meaningful, concise and
unambiguous. The charter specifies standards that could be expected from any BASE member, for
example;
 Responsiveness and customer care standards
 The suitability of potential employees submitted for the vacancy
 The quality, extent and duration of ongoing in‐work support
Some employers, particularly national retailers, have previously signed single‐agency deals with
individual providers of employment support. This is partly because of a lack of awareness and
visibility of local specialist provision, partly because it streamlines coordination, and partly
because it assumes consistency in the quality of provision.
Recruitment can be a local responsibility within companies. Recruiters often want to work in
partnership with local organisations but can be uncertain as to the quality and extent of support
available. Sometimes, there can be conflicting corporate messages about who a recruiter can work
with and what corporate expectations apply.
It is expected that a BASE Standards Charter will offer assurances to local and national employers
who are seeking local employment support.
We consulted with employers and individuals from a range of commercial sectors and
backgrounds who have an interest in either employing people with disabilities or in the general
disability agenda; Royal Mail, Bourne Leisure, National Grid and the Coventry Building Society. All
stakeholders gave similar opinions on what they would expect a charter to contain, which made
our job a little easier!
The charter has been through internal and external quality assurance and the feedback from
members at the conference was wholly positive. Watch this space……………
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A Day in the Life…
Colin Low (Lord Low of Dalston CBE)
Lord Low is President of the European Blind Union (EBU)
and has held the position of Chair of RNIB since 2000.
Born in Edinburgh in 1942 and totally blind since the age
of three, he was educated at Worcester College for the
Blind, Oxford and Cambridge Universities. He taught Law
and criminology for 16 years at Leeds University, from
1968‐1984, before moving to London as Director of the
Disability Resource Team, an organisation providing
advice and services on disability. He then went on to
become senior research fellow at City University,
researching theories of disability; a post he retired from in 2000.
In May 2006 Colin was appointed to the House of Lords as one of the seven new non‐party‐
political peers. He was recommended by the House of Lords Appointments Commission for his
work as Chairman of RNIB, President of the European Blind Union and as a long‐time campaigner
for disability rights.
Colin has also undertaken important roles in a wide range of organisations concerned with
blindness and disability, including the National Federation of the Blind, the Disability Alliance, the
International Council for Education of People with Visual Impairment and SKILL (National Bureau
for Students with Disabilities). Colin had been previously honoured to receive a CBE for services to
RNIB and disabled peoples' rights in January 2000.
A day in the life…………as written by Lord Low
Big speech to deliver in the House of Lords this afternoon. The Government are pushing through
some equality regulations and a tory backbencher is saying they are too burdensome. I am
arguing they're not strong enough. So up early to finish preparing the speech. I got it started over
the weekend but I seem never to be able to finish these things until the pressure of the event is
really upon me.
I've just moved house and don't have an email connection yet, so I go into the office at RNIB
where I'm a Vice‐President. Before I can put the finishing touches to the speech I have to make
some last minute changes to the Board's report to the General Assembly of the European Blind
Union of which I'm president. The assembly is coming up in the first week of October in Denmark.
I finish the speech, but before I can leave for the House I need to look at the speech the Leader of
the Opposition is proposing to make which she has sent me for comment.
I arrive at the House, but can't go into the Chamber for Questions before the debate because I
need to convert my speech into braille shorthand first so that I can read it more fluently on my
BrailleNote‐‐a sort of braille laptop. I deliver all my speeches this way now as I find it's easier than
a hard copy with all the page turning, etc. that involves.
Time for the debate arrives and I have to go into the Chamber even though I haven't quite finished
editing my speech (shorthanding it ‐ infuriatingly ‐ takes a surprisingly long time). So not for the
first time I am sitting listening to the first speaker while putting the finishing touches to my own
speech. He makes a very powerful speech, but it's rather intemperate and reactionary and his
motion is heavily defeated. In comparison I come over as the soul of moderation and get a very
good vote, but not quite good enough ‐ we lost by just 12. The first motion having been defeated
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so heavily, I expected to win, but the Liberals all voted against me, led by one of their number who
is a great expert on equality law, which made all the difference. He is usually a good ally, but he
said I was in favour of over‐regulation, which I don't really think was the case considering I was
only advocating regulations very similar to those we have at the moment. But there it is ‐ people
were very complimentary about my efforts, so I reckon it was a moral victory.
Just time to catch up on some correspondence before going on to the latest in a series of lectures
on great Parliamentarians of the twentieth century being organised by the Speaker of the House
of Commons to mark the centenary of the Parliament Act 1911. Then home about 9 for
something to eat and catch up on the news. I usually catch up on my emails too at this point, but
can't do that today as the phone line isn't yet connected in my new home and I'm not yet handy
enough with the iphone which I've just acquired.

In the Spotlight this issue.............
Tim Reddish OBE, Chair of Paralympics GB
Tim was elected as Chairman of ParalympicsGB in November 2008. As a
swimmer he represented Great Britain at three Paralympic Games
amassing five medals in the process.
Tim was appointed Performance Director of British Disability Swimming in
April 2003 and was shortlisted for the BBC’s Coach of the Year Award in
2004 in recognition of his contribution to the swimming team’s success in
the Athens Games of that year.
He was made freeman of the city of Nottingham in 2005, a Member of the
Order of the British Empire in 2001 and an Officer of the Order of the
British Empire in 2009.
1.

Is there a moment in time when you felt most proud of your achievements?

Receiving confirmation of the first time I was selected to represent Great Britain.
2.

Has to be asked............favourite swimming stroke?

Butterfly.
3.

Three favourites; film, book, piece of music.

All difficult to identify. Don't have a favourite film. Don't have a favourite book but read mystery
thrillers and detective novels. Love all music but have a slant towards classic rock.
4. Have you taken advantage of being allowed the freedom of Nottingham, what have you
done?
I'm allowed to herd my geese and sheep over Trent Bridge free of charge. Along with other
freeman we herded our sheep (well, it was the regimental Ram) over Trent Bridge in 30 April 2010.
5.

Which person (alive or dead) do you most admire and why?

Nelson Mandela as he never gave up on his vision and dream.
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6.

Of all your awards, recognitions and such, is there one that means the most?

My first international swimming medal in 1989. The Freeman of the City as is the highest honour
my peers of Nottingham can give and the OBE in recognition of all the work that everyone has put
in around disability sport.
7.

What’s your ‘must not miss’ event in this year’s Paralympic and Olympic games?

Olympic Games would be the Cycling road racing. Paralympic Games I wouldn't want to miss any
of the sports.
8.

Current biggest frustration; work or home.

Some peoples negative perception of blindness.
9.

Have you ever Googled yourself?

Yes
10. Thoughts on the 1000 mile bike ride in June; phew never again or roll on next year!
Awesome experience and when completed I said never again but I have changed my mind and will
be planning to do it again sometime in the future.
For more information on the Paralympics, visit http://www.paralympics.org.uk/default.asp

We need you!
BASE would like members to submit items with the following themes;
 Short anonymous stories that demonstrate what works and what doesn't in terms of
disability employment policy. These will feed into national policy work but will not be
attributable.
 Member views and stories on Work Choice and the Work Programme.
We want short, anonymous stories that tell of people's experiences on
the programmes. What is the impact of their disability? What support
was required? We don't need names of clients or providers.
 The BASE website now has pages for Jobseekers, Employers and
Commissioners, please send in your ideas for additional content for these pages.
 Contributions gratefully received for the new Knowledge Base. Do you know of a document
that could be useful to others? Let us know.
Please send your items or comments to kath.walker@base‐uk.org
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Current BASE training courses
Working with Employers
Venue: King’s House Conference Centre, Sidney Street, Manchester M1 7HB
Date: 11‐12 October 2011
Cost: £240+vat (BASE members), £295+vat (Non‐members)
This is a 2 day training workshop designed for all organisations whose success relies upon the
effective engagement and involvement of employers. We currently have 8 places available on this
course.
This course is suitable for:
* Employment Officers who are arranging work tasters, work experience places, paid employment
* Service managers and Team Leaders who wish to gain better insight into employer engagement
within service development
* Training and development leads within FE colleges, Connexions and work‐based learning
providers
The course is designed to allow participants to:
* build personal confidence
* understand the employer’s perspective
* develop long term relationships
* address employer concerns
* teach marketing techniques
The course is delivered by Fred Bowen who has successfully managed his own companies for most
of his working life. His experience as an employer has proved over recent years to be an invaluable
asset in training other practitioners to develop their personal abilities to achieve a high rate of
success when their work relies on engaging and involving employers.
Info: http://base‐uk.org/practice/training/working‐employers‐manchester

Training in Systematic Instruction (TSI)
Date: 21‐24 September 2011
Venue: The Pod, Lamb Street, Coventry, CV1 4AE
Cost: £535+vat (BASE members), £595+vat (Non‐members)
Delivered by Mark Kilsby and Alan Morgan, this is a specialised four‐day training workshop for
staff involved in supporting disabled people in the workplace.
Who is the course for?
This course is suitable for Employment officers and job coaches supporting people with disabilities
to successfully complete their job tasks in the workplace.
What does it cover?
• Background and values of Supported Employment ‐ Overcoming an historical legacy
• Essential preparation for training – how to identify, structure and present the work routines to
be learned
• How to deliver training and support that empowers employees, overcomes learned helplessness
and facilitates social integration
• Practical hands‐on sessions working alongside people with learning disabilities
• Open Forums and discussions
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• Some we made earlier – presentation of good examples
• TSI meets the real world – taking the approach forward in the practical context
Info: http://base‐uk.org/practice/training/training‐systematic‐instruction‐tsi‐coventry

Organisational Skills in the Workplace
Venue: Manchester
Date: 9 November 2011
Cost: £135 per person plus VAT. BASE members receive a 10% discount and
they should inform NAS on the booking form of this.
A one day training course for individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) who are currently
in employment and looking to develop organisational skills. The training takes place in a small
group and includes discussions and exercises. The key aims of the course are:
• To develop effective personal management skills
• To understand the role of these skills in the workplace
• To learn how to organise your work effectively
• To develop your ability to make decisions and prioritise your work accordingly
Info: http://base‐uk.org/practice/training/organisational‐skills‐workplace

Managing Employees with an ASD
Venue: Manchester
Date: 10 November 2011
Cost: £135 per person plus VAT. BASE members receive a 10% discount and
they should inform NAS on the booking form of this.
A one day training course for managers or colleagues who work alongside an individual with an
Autism Spectrum Disorder (including Asperger syndrome). Through taught material as well as
group discussions individuals are given an opportunity to share their experiences of working with
an individual with ASD and to learn new strategies. The key aims of the course are:
• To have the opportunity to discuss issues relating to colleagues with an ASD and receive
constructive feedback.
• To increase confidence when working with individuals with an ASD.
• To learn how to design and implement appropriate working strategies.
• To clarify the concept of reasonable adjustments and the Equality Act
Info: http://base‐uk.org/practice/training/managing‐employees‐asd‐0

Managing Volunteers with an ASD
Venue: Manchester
Date: 16 November 2011
Cost: £95 per person plus VAT. Base members receive a 10% discount and they
should inform NAS on the booking form of this.
A one day training course for managers or colleagues who work alongside a volunteer with an
Autism Spectrum Disorder (including Asperger syndrome). Through taught material as well as
group discussions individuals are given an opportunity to share their experiences of working with
an individual with ASD and to learn new strategies. The key aims of the course are:
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• To develop your knowledge of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)
• To discuss and learn effective support strategies.
• To share ideas around problem solving potential difficulties
Info: http://base‐uk.org/practice/training/managing‐volunteers‐asd

Assertiveness in the Workplace
Venue: Manchester
Date: 17 November 2011
Cost: £135 per person plus VAT. BASE members receive a 10% discount and
they should inform NAS on the booking form of this.
A one day training course for individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) who are currently
in employment and would like to develop better strategies for being assertive in the workplace.
The training takes place in a small group and includes discussions and exercises. The key aims of
the course are:
• To equip you with the strategies to communicate in an assertive manner in the workplace
• To become more aware of what types of behaviour are considered to be more assertive at work
• To develop your understanding of the impact of your behaviour in the workplace
• To increase confidence when communicating at work
• To have a unique opportunity to explore work‐related communication issues alongside other
people on the autism spectrum
Info: http://base‐uk.org/practice/training/assertiveness‐skills‐workplace

Remember.............BASE can provide a range of tailored training and consultancy services
Bespoke training to meet your specific service and workforce needs;
 Flexible delivery
 Delivered at a venue of your choice
 Delivered to your specific timetable
 Favourable terms for BASE members and associated organisations.
Some examples include;
 Consultancy on a range of service delivery models
 Service planning and development
 Business management
 Working with partners and other stakeholders
 Public sector recruitment
 Customer surveys, mystery shopping
Other courses include:
Disability Legislation and Employment Law (1 day course)
Recruiting and retaining a diverse workforce (1 day course)
For further information contact Fred Bowen
Office: 01204 88 0733

Mobile: 07721 409045

Email: fred.bowen@base‐uk.org
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BASE

Regional network meetings

Scotland:
Contact: Gillian Ross (Tel. 0141 646 2550)
Email: Gillian.ross@momentumscotland.org
Next meeting: 11 October 2011
All meetings are at Momentum, Savoy Towers, Glasgow

North East:
Contact: Nerise Oldfield‐Thompson (Tel. 01388 816895)
Email: nerise.oldfield@durham.gov.uk
Next meetings: 5 October 2011 (York), 11 January 2012

North West:
Contact: Paul Wilson (Tel. 01254 680367)
Email: paul.wilson@base‐uk.org
Next meeting: 6 December 2011
All meetings are held at Key103 offices (M15 4PR)

Midlands:
Contact: Harry Corrigan (Tel. 02476 785600)
Email: hcorrigan@northamptonshire.gov.uk
Next meeting: 27 October 2011 (venue to be
confirmed)

London & South East:
Contact: Robert Elston (Tel. 020 8655 3344)
Email: r.elston@statusemployment.org.uk
Next meetings: 10 October 2011
All meetings take place at the Scope offices on Market
Road, London

South West:
Contact: Matt Britt (Tel. 0117 907 7200)
Email: matt.britt@brandontrust.org
Next meeting: 19 October 2011 (Swindon) (tbc)

Wales:
Contact: Richard Welfoot (Tel. 01685 370072)
Email: richardwelfoot@mtib.co.uk
Next meeting: to be arranged
Minutes and dates of meetings are listed on the BASE website at www.base‐uk.org/regions
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